
PRIOR  TO INSTALLATION

A licensed tradesperson must install your Rifco vanity

It is the responsibility of the purchaser to examine and check the vanity for suitabilty and damage 
BEFORE installation.

Once the vanity has been installed, no claims for damage or 
incorrect goods can be made.

Please check all goods for damage and notify point of purchase of any damage/missing products.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove the drawer

Open the drawer about 80%

Place drawer in a safe spot. 
To ensure the longevity of the unit, no part should be never be dragged, stood on and 

it is recommended that the drawer runners are covered to prevent dust blocking the runners.

2. Remove the top from vanity ensuring it is in a safe spot, where it cannot be damaged/marked.
No claims for damages will be recognised after installation.

3. Having established the position of the vanity on the wall, mark and drill the holes for your
plumbing fixtures (ie waste outlet, hot and cold water inlets)
Move vanity into position and ensure it is level and square. 

This may require packing behind and/or below the vanity.

4. Once it is level and square, fix the vanity to the wall using the correct fitting depending on your wall
(no fixing supplied).

If using standard screws and star plugs, be sure to use the washers in order to spread the load.
Position fixings as shown below:

The number of fittings used to fix cabinet will depend on the size 
of unit, your installer will know the suitable amount depending on 

the size of your cabinet.  
Rifco recommends the following minimum;

Up to 900 width of vanity – 3 per row
900 to 1200 width of vanity – 4 per row

For wall hung vanities, it is essential the unit is fixed securely.  

The use of dyna bolts is recommended for masonry wall and fixing to studs 
in cavity walls.  Rifco does not recommend installing wall hung vanities 

with toggle type fixing systems. 

Pull upwards, not too hard, 
you’ll hear the click

Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the installation instructions 
is left with the end user for future reference
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5. Connect the water supply lines and waste outlet.
6. Replace drawer back onto the vanity unit and make any necessary adjustments.

Pull the runners all the way out 
and sit the drawer on top

Push all the way in until you 
hear the click on both sides

5. Fix the top to the vanity unit using quality bathroom use silicone.
The gap between the wall and top will need to be filled with silicone.

The vanity unit must then be sealed to the wall on all edges with silicone.

DRAWER ADJUSTMENT
It is the responsibility of the installer to make any adjustments to the drawer after installation 

(if required)
There may have been some movement in transportation and installation which causes drawers to become unaligned.

Drawer Adjustment Front Left / Right

There is a small metal latch 
under the drawer. Push it back 
halfway. Full push releases the 
drawer front

Using slight pressure, move 
the drawer front in the desired 
direction. 

Repeat on both sides

Drawer Adjustment Front Up / Down

Half turn 1x screw to unlock the 
height adjustment.

The larger bottom screw         
adjusts the drawer height +/- 
2mm.

Drawer Front Tilt Adjustment

Adjust tilt with a screwdriver 
from underneath the front cover 
cap

Half turn 1x screw to unlock 
the height adjustment.

Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the installation instructions 
is left with the end user for future reference
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Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the installation instructions 
is left with the end user for future reference

CARE AND MAINTAINANCE

All Rifco Vanities are manufactured from water resistant materials but are not waterproof.             
Care must be taken to immediately dry any spillage or leakage of water.

Please also ensure bathroom is well ventilated and out of direct sunlight for long periods of time. 

SOLID TIMBER:
The timber used to manufacture the vanity has been kiln dired and sourced from sustainable and 

managed forest/mills. It has been coated with multiple layers of laboratory tested clear 2- part        
polyurethane so your timber vanity is protected from most household chemicals, detergents, oil, hot or 
cold water    spillage. Maintaince is very minimal - just wipe down with a clean cloth to remove pooled 

water or built up bathroom products regularly. Avoid using products with cutting agents as this may 
result in varying lustre in the coating.

As this is a natural product, keep the timber sealed and if the 2- part polyurethane finish is damaged. 
make sure it is resealed immediately. For further information, please contact your place of purchase.

CORIAN®:
Your Corian® countertop is finished with a matte/satin finish. A key to keeping your countertops      

looking good is to thoroughly rinse and wipe completely dry after cleaning. For most residues, all you 
need to clean your Corian® countertops is warm soapy water, ammonia-based household cleaner, or 

a dedicated countertop cleaner found at your local supermarket. 
Do avoid window cleaners, however, as they can leave a waxy build-up that dulls the surface.         

Experience has shown that a film builds up on the surface if water is left to dry on the countertop.      
This film will dull the look of the countertop making the finish appear blotchy and uneven. To prevent 

build up of the film, it is very important to wipe the countertop completely dry after spills and cleaning.  
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